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July 17-21, 2019
Providence Hill Farm Sporting Club, Jackson, Mississippi
BY DALTON AND TONY KIRCHHOEFER

P

rovidence Hill Farm Sporting Club, while one of the
newest clubs to join the Big Blast/Regional sporting clays circuit, has wasted no time in establishing itself as one of the most picturesque venues
around. It features an enormous stone horse barn
that would make the Budweiser Clydesdales envious and rolling hills of green grass that frame the multiple lakes, ponds and
enormous trees that become a good friend on a hot, sunny, Mississippi summer afternoon.Throw in a giant events pavilion and
spectacular clubhouse to cool down and enjoy a drink after a
long day of shooting, and Providence Hill Farm has it all.
While the competitors at the South Central Regional
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family and friends tagged
along as well to experience
this hidden gem tucked into
the middle of Mississippi for
themselves.

MAIN EVENT
experienced some hot and
humid July temperatures, the
staff’s Southern hospitality,
great food, and a wide
variety of targets and events
left everyone with a smile
on their face, regardless
of the score on the card.
While the usual hundreds
of competitors were in
attendance, it was easy to
see that a larger group of

The Main Event for the South
Central Regional took place
over two separate courses,
both containing 16 stations:
the Promatic Mustang course
and the Beretta Arabian
course. Both courses offered
a mix of challenging but
shootable targets, with some
amazing backdrops — from
towering trees to one of the
many gorgeous lakes through-

up a potential sprint to the
finish, with Haylyn Hanks’s 93
leading a talented field into
the final round. Close competition certainly was the theme
of the South Central Regional,
and the Senior Super Veteran
concurrent was tied for the
top spot after the first round
between Ronald Shafer and
Ruben Spell.
With the deck stacked
for an exciting last round of
competition, the final round
didn’t disappoint, with just
about every race being decided by one or two targets.
David Radulovich proved
why it’s never a good idea to
let him get out front in any
big competition, as he followed his first-round 97 with
an almost equally impressive
96 on the Mustang course.
Kevin DeMichiel continued to deliver on his streak
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out the Providence Hill Farm
property.
After the first round of the
Main, it was apparent that the
competitors weren’t having much trouble navigating the heat and humidity,
as impressive scores were
posted across the board. Matt
Fisher and David Radulovich,
the 2019 U.S. Open winner,
set a blistering pace on the
Arabian course with a pair
of 97s, while Mike Wilgus
set the pace on the Mustang
course with a 96. Even with
these impressive scores,
there wasn’t much margin,
as Reggie Quillin posted a
96 on the Arabian and four
95s were put on the board
on the Mustang course by
Wendell Cherry, Kirk Cleere,
Dalton Kirchhoefer, and
Braxton Oliver.The parade
of 90s continued throughout

p A total of 535 participants braved the heat and humidity to shoot in
the South Central Regional.

the concurrents, with Haylyn
Hanks and Cade Faetche
leading the Sub-Juniors with
a pair of 93s, while Dalton
Kirchhoefer’s 95 set the pace
in the Junior category. Reggie
Quillin’s 96 led the Veterans,
with Ronnie Cail posting a
93 to lead the Super Veterans.
Five ladies posted scores in
the 90s after day one, setting

of remarkable consistency,
matching David’s 96 on the
Mustang course on his way to
his second Regional runnerup finish of the year. Cade
Faetche’s 91 gave him just
enough to edge Haylyn Hanks
by one to take the Sub-Junior
title, while Tom Seay made it
two Regional Junior titles in
a row, besting Dalton Kirch-

SOUTH CENTRAL
REGIONAL RESULTS
HOA

David Radulovich

193

Runner-up

Kevin DeMichiel

191

Lady Champion

Katie Fox

186

Lady Runner-up

Haylyn Hanks

183

M1

Braxton Oliver

191

M2

Zachary Kienbaum

189

AA1

Austin Carleton

179

AA2

Justin Stone

176

A1

Dakota Harrison

169

A2

Mark Turner

168

B1

Will Welch

168

B2

Steven Berger

166

C1

Timothy Ewing

161

C2

Kent Dupre

152

D1

Lane Aldridge

162

D2

Frank Frederick

154

E1

Walker Milner

140

E2

Jason Garrison

130

Junior Champion

Tom Seay

188

Junior Runner-up

Dalton Kirchhoefer

187

Sub-Junior Champion

Cade Faetche

184

Sub-Junior Runner-up

Haylyn Hanks

183

Veteran Champion

Bill McGuire

186

Veteran Runner-up

Reggie Quillin

185

Super Veteran Champion

Rick Hargett

173

Super Veteran Runner-up

Ronnie Cail

173

Senior Super Veteran Champion

Ronald Shafer

174

Senior Super Veteran Runner-up

Ruben Spell

165

12 Gauge

Nicolas Berry

99

20 Gauge

William Walton

95

28 Gauge

Chad Johnston

97

.410 Bore

Chad Johnston

94

FITASC

Kevin DeMichiel

97

FITASC Runner-up

Bill McGuire

96

20 ga. FITASC

Christina Loudenslager

46

28 ga. FITASC

Patrick Bartel

48

Providence Cup

Tom Seay

100

5-Stand

Cade Faetche

99

Super Sporting

Zachary Kienbaum

99
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hoefer in another one-target
photo finish. Continuing the
streak of photo finishes, Bill
McGuire shot a blistering 96
to come from behind and
take the Veteran title by the
slimmest of margins, just one
bird, over Reggie Quillin.The
tight finishes only got tighter,
with Rick Hargett and Ronnie
Cail tying for Super Veteran
before Rick captured the title
in the end. Katie Fox posted
the high score of the tournament for the ladies with a
final round of 94 that propelled her right to the top of

the trees to targets flying over
a portion of Providence Hill’s
150-acre lake, the Providence
Cup received rave reviews
from all. As spectacular as
the terrain was, the competition was equally impressive, with the sporting clays
version of baseball’s perfect
game happening not once,
but twice.Tom Seay and Nick
Berry both delivered perfec-

Veteran titles. Annabelle Ayres
continued the parade of 94s,
earning the Ladies title, while
Ruben Spell bested the Senior
Super Veteran field.

KRIEGHOFF
FITASC
It always seems that FITASC
brings a few targets that demand all your attention and

WINCHESTER/
BRILEY/FIOCCHI
5-STAND
 JENNIFER KIRCHHOEFER

q The FITASC targets were
demanding and fast.
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p Beautiful terrain, perfect weather and abundant shade helped
make up for the Mississippi summer heat.

the Ladies division.The only
significant winning margin of
the tournament was delivered
by Ronald Shafer, who captured the Senior Super Veteran title by nine shots above
his nearest competitor.

BANK PLUS
PROVIDENCE
CUP
Shot over the entire tournament on its own dedicated
course that delivered everything from stations among
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Fresh from participating
on the USA Sporting Clays
Team at the World FITASC
Championships in Europe,
Jonathon Goedrich took a
closely contested Junior title
that saw six shooters finish
within two shots of the lead.
Bill McGuire’s 96 was more
than enough to earn him the
Veteran title, while Desirae
Edmunds and David Walker
outlasted their Lady and
Super Veteran competitors
by a single target to earn the
win.

tion, tying for the top spot
with 100s.Their impressive
shooting continued through
a shoot-off that required an
extra-inning sudden death
before Tom was crowned the
champion. Congratulations to
both Tom and Nick, as with
perfect 100s, they were both
winners on this day.
With inviting targets and
perfect weather conditions,
the high scores didn’t end
there, as Kevin DeMichiel
and Dalton Kirchhoefer tied
with 97s to lead a bevy of
Master Class shooters with
scores in the 90s. Cade
Faetche took the Sub-Junior
title, with William Walton’s
and David Walker’s 94s giving
them the Veteran and Super
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skill, and in this aspect, the
South Central Regional was
no exception. With several
targets moving fast and low,
hugging the ground, a quick
mount was a must. As legendary UCLA basketball coach
John Wooden used to preach,
it was important to be quick
but not rush, otherwise a lost
target would find its way onto
the scorecard.
Not surprisingly, Kevin
DeMichiel, owner of one of
the quickest mounts and
shots in the country, thrived.
Kevin let only three targets
get away on his way to
capturing the overall FITASC
title. Bill McGuire wasn’t
far behind, ending up just
one target back with a 96.

The 5-stand competition
saw a variety of targets that
competitors described as
reasonable but requiring
your full attention. Usually
one’s attention span expands
with experience and age,
but Sub-Junior Cade Faetche
proved to be the exception
to the rule by covering the
field with near perfection,
dropping only one target
on his way to an impressive
99.Young eyes paid off for
Juniors posting scores in the
90s, with Tom Seay leading
the way with a 96. Bert Stelly,
Reuben Spell and Desirae
Edmunds each posted the
only score in the 90s in their
respective concurrents to
capture their Veteran, Senior
Super Veteran and Lady titles.
Stephen Hollier took the
Super Veteran title with an
impressive score of 94.

WHITE FLYER
SUPER
SPORTING
The Super Sporting course
was spread over 10 stations

If you needed a break from
the heat, all you needed to
do was venture onto the SubGauge course, where you’d
find a mix of towering pines,
elms and oaks draped with
Spanish moss, reaching 50, 60,
70 feet into the sky.
With such amazing terrain
and a nice mix of short and
long targets thrown among
and above the trees, an enjoyable round was in store
for all. While the abundance
of shade delivered lower
temperatures, the competition was white hot, with only
three targets separating HOA
and runner-up in 20 gauge, 28

New to each stop along the
2019 Championship Tour,

 JENNIFER KIRCHHOEFER

WHITE FLYER
ALL-AROUND

q Tom Seay, winner of the
Providence Cup

p Providence Hill offers ample
opportunity to get out of the sun
and enjoy food and socializing.

Powered by Winchester,
White Flyer is recognizing the
top shooters based on their
total score from the Main
Event, FITASC, Super Sporting and 5-stand. Demonstrating remarkable consistency,
Kevin DeMichiel dropped
only 21 targets in all to earn
the White Flyer All-Around
title. Cade Faetche was 18
clear of the Sub-Junior field,
while Dalton Kirchhoefer
brought home the Junior title.
Kirk Cleere, Ronnie Cail and
Ronald Shafer each won their
Veteran, Super Veteran and
Senior Super Veteran Concurrents, respectively, while De-

erty was a joy for competitors and spectators alike.
Providence Hill didn’t stop
there, though — whether it
was nightly hors d’oeuvres
at the clubhouse bar and
porch to the Saturday night
banquet featuring two whole
roasted pigs, Providence Hill
delivered a huge helping of
Southern hospitality. Special
thanks to owner Jamie Planck
Martin, Jimmy Grant, Mike
Bollenbacher, E.B. Martin and
team for delivering one of the
most enjoyable experiences
as well as an excellent mix
of targets and backdrops.The
South Central Regional truly
had something for everyone,
from beginner to the top of
Master Class.
If you missed out on this
one-of-a-kind shooting experience, mark your calendars,
as Providence Hill Farms will
play host to the 2020 World
FITASC tournament. Who
q The Saturday night banquet
featured roast pig.
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WINCHESTER
SUB-GAUGE

gauge and .410 bore combined. In 20 gauge, William
Walton captured HOA, beating Dalton Kirchhoefer by a
single target. Chad Johnston
and Josh Aldridge both came
in with 97s, with Chad ultimately earning the 28-gauge
HOA. Chad also took HOA
for .410, with Ross Dickinson
bringing home the runner-up
title.
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across an open field
that offered little natural
protection from the sun
and heat. Maybe as an
accommodation for the lack
of shade, competitors found
inviting and very shootable
targets, as evident by just shy
of 90 shooters registering
scores in the 90s.
While no one was able
to match the pair of perfect
100s shot in the Providence
Cup, 12 competitors finished
after dropping only two
or fewer targets. Zachary
Kienbaum, Malcolm Parker
and Able Spire tied for the
top spot, all with 99s, with
Zach emerging with the win.
Clayton Lewis and Brandon
Miller won the Sub-Junior and
Junior divisions, respectively,
while Desirae Edmunds
ran away with the Ladies
title with an impressive 98.
Veteran, Super Veteran and
Senior Super Veteran titles
were earned by Malcolm
Parker, Dale Bouchillon and
Ronald Shafer, respectively.

sirae Edmunds’s outstanding
weekend earned her the Lady
HOA title.
Shooters couldn’t have
asked for a better host than
the Providence Hill Farm
team.The spectacular prop-

will emerge to be the next
World Championship may be
a mystery for now, but one
thing you can count on is a
shooting experience that you
will talk about for years to
come.
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